






FADE IN:

Setting:
A two-car garage turned home studio to Ken Jordan and
Scott Kirkland. (Point of interest: Their front yard is host to
a rusted out husk of a bomb shelter circa 1950.)

Noir voice over:

Driving north from Los Angeles, I had the same eerie
feeling of displacement upon entering the San Fernando
Valley as does any god-fearing resident of LAproper when
the 405 begins its steep descent into that shadowy
netherworld. It is a subtly sinister world of station wagons,
stop signs (not lights), backyard BBQs, and white picket
fences. In this suburban veldt the hills have eyes. The
Bomb Shelter became more and more elusive the closer I

got. In some terrible conspiracy against future genera-
tions, the "Valley" houses constructed in the 1950s were
built by the same architect, who used the same cookie cut-
ter blueprints with only slightly different shades of beige.
In the end, my addled brain had more expected Mrs.
Cleaver bearing freshly baked cookies, rather than their
assistant armed with Red Bull, to answer the door. And
yes, their studio did indeed look like the bridge of a
star-destroyer... if Darth Vadar had kept an entire wall
lined with old-school vinyl.
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BPM: How do you feel right now, this being your
second album after a 4-year gap?

Ken Jordan: We feel great about it. On the first album
our expectations were low. We just wanted to make a
record. But that was during the electronic "revolution"
hype era. It was the next big thing. Somehow we made it
through, but it's good that we can release an album now
without that whole thing surrounding it. We've established

ourselves and this is just our second album.
Scott Kirkland: The only thing we have to compete with is the success of our first

album; we don't have to worry about the hype and the bullshit that was thrown on top
of electronic music back then. It may have been the next big thing to the fan, who took
it into their own world, but no one ever thought it was going to take over the airwaves.

BPM: Ithink it was Spin that ran an infamous article that said that very soon the
only music out there would be electronica, in 1996.

SK: No one likes to be told what to listen to, and there was a lot of rebellion against
that, but whatever.

BPM: You've been called the American equivalent of The Chemical Brothers.
What do you think of their evolution? Do you think there is such a thing as big
beats or break beats as a cohesive entity any longer?

KJ:Ithink people will continue to make music that doesn't have the typical house 1-
2-3-4; the sound will change a little and they'll call it different things, but it will always
have that organic, human quality to it. Rightnowthere'sanewwaveof it comingfrom
England, which is kind of being broken down and slapped with various labels.

SK: It's hard keeping up with the English press and their titles. I think the Chemical
Brothers have veered off in another direction. They're kind of re-exploring the late '80s
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and techno, which is cool. On the other hand a lot of techno people
like Sasha and Taylor are throwing breaks into their stuff. There are

incredible bands like Hybrid and Beaver doing amazing stuff. The

more the merrier; we're just waiting for the next category to manifest.

BPM: It begs the question: Where do you consider TCM to fall?

(At this point we all throw our heads back and laugh vigorously.)

SK: Well, first we were trip-hop then we were break-beat then we
were big beat.

BPM: Yeah, that's all relative to the media. I don't

want to label you. Say... let's just pretend you could
"create" a genre right here and now with TCM as the

massive awe-inspiring spearhead. Name it.

KJ: Thick and chunky.

SK: Yeah, just like salsa. It doesn't roll off the tongue like

ghetto-tech or big beat, but it definitely describes this new
album.

BPM: I think you fellas have, to an extent, mastered

the art of vocal sampling. When the need arises, what
do you look for?

SK: We did a Spanish-fly remix of "Dubbilicious

Grooves" where there's a Latino girl going off about her

pimp. It took 2 or 3 people to figure out what the hell she

was saying, but at the time it didn't matter. It was more

about the rhythm of her voice. With "Busy Child," Rakim's
"I Guess I Didn't Know," is full of attitude; it's the way he
says it. We aren't trying to make any big statement. "Now
is the Time," used a sample of Jessie Jackson was about
as political as TCM gets, and it was appropriate for the
post-riots LA. We have a large assortment of vinyl and
obscure vocals that we use. The girl's voice in "Trip Like I
Do" is actually pulled off an answering machine tape from
way back when we were living in Vegas. This super-hot
chic I was after called my house totally spanked out on
something or other while I was out partying with my
friends. Whatever it was it made her really, really sexual.
The next day when I got home and had listened to 15 min-
utes of sultry come hither, I called her back and she was
totally over it. That sample is just to torture myself.

BPM: Who's being sampled on "The Name of the
Game?" Soundslike Smokey from the movie Friday.

SK: That's actually Tina Dixon. Big lady. She's like the
female Red Fox (crusty stand-up comic) of her time. Real dirty.

KJ: All the scratching that's around those vocals is DJ
Swamp working that same vinyl.

SK:A friend of ours, John Bryant, came in here with some

whacked-out vo-coder-meets harmonizer and screwed with some stuff

we took from The Wake-Up Show, which was a syndicated hip-hop
show that used to be on The BEAT.It still runs throughout the coun-
try, just not in LA.They would have this MC battle, where a bunch of
up-and-comers would face off, so we got some stuff from that.

BPM: Sort of a ghetto Star Search.
SK: We haven't had great luck bringing people into the studio;

more often than not we get it from vinyl or an alternative source.
BPM: I read once that you had commented that TCM is more

influenced by Stevie Wonder than Aphex Twin. Interesting.
SK: We're influenced by Stevie Wonder, Led Zepplin, New Order,

The Chemical Brothers and Fat Boy Slim to name a few. We're
moved not by what artists do technically, but the organic soul that
they are able to create. Simply put, listening to great music inspires
us to create, but not to copy. At the time that quote was thrown
down, there were a lot of people wanting us to give praise to artists
like Aphex Twin, and we're going to stick more to bands we listen to
on a daily basis. It's not TCM vs. the core of electronica or anything;
we just like to note the fact that many of our influences come from
outside electronic music.

BPM: What are a couple of bands from the '70s and '80s that
people will still be listening to in 20 years?

SK:One of my favorite artists is BillWithers, the man behind" Ain't
no Sunshine" and "Lean on me." Rare Earth is good; there's so much
music that was created in the '60s, 70s and the '80s that the main-

stream has never heard. You can go through old school funk records
and lose your mind.

KJ: The 70s, well besides Stevie and Zepplin, Sly and the Family
Stones. The '80s were rough. KillingJoke, Book of Love, and early
stuff by The Cult.

SK: New Order and Depeche Mode are my favorite '80s; they
started introducing me to melody and building harmony. The first
Ministry, the one that Jorgenson is dismissive of-With Sympathy-
that was amazing. It's too bad. I know he's into roadkill and scream-
ing through distortion pedals now.

BPM: And throwing feces at people. Moving forward ... how
important is the listening environment for Tweekend? Do you
need a $200.00 set of headphones or a $2,000 stereo to catch
everything that's going on?

SK: Well through headphones it's a whole different world. I was
amazed by it. Although we rarely use headphones in the studio, Ilis-
tened to it while we were mastering it in New York and the left/right
channel feel is really there. I asked the engineer to put in our first
album and it was within five seconds, after I asked him if it was com-





SK:That was the only show she's performed. She was supposed to
do a show in Vegas, but it got cut, so she did the Denver one instead.
Lucky you.

BPM: Mommy mommy please don't hurt baby like you did on
the potty!

SK: Huh?
KJ: What?

BPM: Where am I? (wipes drool from
mouth). Speak of this to no one. I think
Scott Weiland a la Stone Temple Pilots
did vocals on a song. How was that?

KJ: Don't know. He was busy with STP
stuff, so we sent a few things over to him
to see what he liked, he laid down the
vocals, sent it back and we redid the track

around him. It worked out well, despite
the fact we haven't been in the same
room with him.

BPM: Ahh, the atomic age.
KJ: He works fast and got us a good

track back; that's alii can say.
BPM: If without any effort you could

instantaneously be a savant level
genius on anyone instrument, what
would it be?

KJ: Claivinet. It's the instrument Stevie

Wonder plays on "Superstition."
BPM: For me it's the spoons (more

caddish laughter).
SK:The drums. Because when you can't

play the drums everyone knows you
CAN'T play the drums. You can sit down
with a guitar, and as long as it's not
plugged in you can act like you know
what you're doing. Drums are so loud and

obnoxious. If I could play like Jimmy
Chamberlain from the Pumpkins that
would make my year.

BPM: After the assured success of

Tweekend, what's next for you guys?
Another 4-year wait?

SK:A much faster turnover. We already have three or four tracks that
we couldn't squeeze on Tweekend. We're going to be able to take our
studio on the road with us and work on stuff outside The Bomb Shelter,

which will be helpful. We can test a lot of stuff on audiences.

BPM: What DJs or producers would you guys like to work
with in the future?

L KJ: Hybrid, DJ Shadow, and Timo Maas just off the top of my
.. -. head.

SK: We'd love to work with PJ Harvey or
Shirley Manson. We do remixes, but tend to
limit it to one or two a year. We aren't very

plotting. We tend to stay in our own world,
and if something we dig comes across our
desk then so be it.

BPM: Aside from the stress of launching
a new album, do you ever step back and
say, "My god, making music for a living is
pretty damn nice."

KJ: It's funny how little you do that, but
it's true.

SK: Breaking into the industry is one thing.
Staying a contender is another. We see so
many artists that have just as much, if not
more talent than us getting sliced off the bot-
tom of their label's roster. We try never to take
for granted what we have, but we work really
hard to keep the momentum going which
makes it more of a job. We try to pull back.
The reality of how good it is hits me most on
the road a lot-on your own tour bus.

BPM: What's your favorite city to play. If
you had to choose one place, where night
after night into infinity you had to per-
form, where would it be?

KJ: Our favorite city to play is the one we
haven't played yet, on a Tuesday night, all-
ages show. Screw the lights. Screw the laser
show. It's great playing big cities, but when
we go to a city where the kids haven't seen
our show, it's always the best.

BPM: If you were to die tomorrow and
God does exist, what would you like him

to say to you as you reach the pearly gates?
SK:I liked Tweekend better than Vegas
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Nord 2
The real workhorse of the Bombshelter-from

angelic strings, aggravated synthetic leads
to basslines harder than Ron Jeremy on
Viagra, the Nords has always been on point.
Since the inception of the Nord 1, up until
recently with the Nord 3, they have and
always will be a part of The Crystal Method
sound.
MPC3000

In the ever-changing world of software
sequencers the MPC's comprehensive but
user friendly sampler/sequencer is by far the
quickest way to make a groove on the move.
E4UltraXT .
On the road and in the studio, the E4 has

proven itself time and time again. Its
advanced signal routing, DSP effects, cut-
ting edge editing features, like beat mung-
ing, and user friendly interface, make it by
far the leader in hardware samplers.
Avalon 737/747

Cleanest low and mid frequencies, combined
with the most open top end make this the
top compressor/mic pre on the market.
Quickies: Acid On Virtual PC- A must have
for all Mac Users.

Various Pedals: MicroBass, Mooger
Fooger Delays, RingMods, Low-Pass-Filters,
Maestro Rhythm & Sound, Electric Mistress,
and Octave Multiplexer.
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